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Abstract

WarpDrive is a flexible, lightweight, and easy-to-use open-source framework for end-to-end
deep multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU),
available at https://github.com/salesforce/warp-drive. It addresses key system bot-
tlenecks when applying MARL to complex environments with high-dimensional state, ob-
servation, or action spaces. For example, WarpDrive eliminates data copying between the
CPU and GPU and runs thousands of simulations and agents in parallel. It also enables
distributed training on multiple GPUs and scales to millions of agents. In all, WarpDrive
enables orders-of-magnitude faster MARL compared to common CPU-GPU implementa-
tions. For example, WarpDrive yields 2.9 million environment steps/second with 2000
environments and 1000 agents (at least 100× faster than a CPU version) in a 2d-Tag sim-
ulation. It is user-friendly: e.g., it provides a lightweight, extendable Python interface and
flexible environment wrappers. It is also compatible with PyTorch. In all, WarpDrive offers
a platform to significantly accelerate reinforcement learning research and development.
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Introduction. Deep reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful framework to train AI
agents, e.g., in strategy games (OpenAI, 2018; Vinyals et al., 2019) and robotics (Gu et al.,
2017). In particular, multi-agent1 systems, especially those with many agents, are a frontier
for RL research and applications; multi-agent RL (MARL) is relevant to economics (Zheng
et al., 2022; Trott et al., 2021), dialogue agents (Li et al., 2016), and many other fields.

However, there are still many engineering and scientific challenges to the use of (multi-
agent) RL. From an engineering perspective, RL implementations can be slow when sim-
ulations have many agents and high-dimensional state, observation, or action spaces, with
experiments taking days or even weeks. For context, common distributed RL systems of-
ten use a set of roll-out and trainer workers. The roll-out workers run the environment
to generate roll-outs, using the actions sampled from the policy models on the roll-out
workers (Pretorius et al., 2021; Hoffman et al., 2020; Espeholt et al., 2018) or trainer work-
ers (Espeholt et al., 2020). Roll-out workers typically use CPU machines, and sometimes,
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Figure 1: WarpDrive’s computational and data structures. Computations are or-
ganized into GPU blocks, with multiple threads in each block. Block(s) run an
environment; each thread runs an agent. Blocks can access the shared GPU
memory that stores roll-out data and (deep) policy models. A DataManager and
FunctionManager enable defining GPU-based MARL logic with Python APIs.

GPU machines for richer environments. Trainer workers repeatedly gather the roll-out data
(asynchronously) from the roll-out workers and optimize policies on CPU or GPU machines.
While such a distributed design is highly scalable, worker communication can be expensive
and individual machine utilization can be poor.

To improve performance, GPU and TPU-based RL frameworks exist (Tang et al., 2022;
Hessel et al., 2021), but have focused on single-agent and domain-specific environments,
e.g., for Atari (Dalton et al., 2020), or learning robotic control in 3-D rigid-body simulations
(Freeman et al., 2021; Makoviychuk et al., 2021; Austin et al., 2019). Also, when running
multi-agent simulations, generating roll-outs can become prohibitively slow when many
agents use the same compute thread (Weng et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2021; Zheng et al., 2017).
As such, it remains challenging to build efficient RL pipelines with simulations featuring
complex interactions between multiple agents.

An End-to-End Solution. WarpDrive2 is a framework for fast end-to-end (multi-agent)
RL that addresses the aforementioned challenges and is available at https://github.com/
salesforce/warp-drive. It is domain agnostic: WarpDrive-compatible simulations have
been used in, e.g., economics (Trott et al., 2021) and climate modeling (Zhang et al., 2022).

WarpDrive runs the entire RL workflow end-to-end on a single GPU, using a single store
of data for simulation roll-outs, action inference, and training. This minimizes CPU-GPU
data communication and significantly reduces simulation and training time. Also, Warp-
Drive runs multiple multi-agent simulations in tandem, capitalizing on the parallelization
capabilities of GPUs. In particular, WarpDrive runs each agent (within each simulation)
on a unique GPU thread, with granular control over the agents’ interactions across threads.
It can manipulate the state updates and action sampling across agents in parallel. These

2. The name WarpDrive is inspired by the science fiction concept of a superluminal spacecraft propulsion
system. Moreover, a warp is a group of 32 threads that execute at the same time in (certain) GPUs.
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Figure 2: Code structure. All software layers and components are modular, generic, and
incrementally executable, so creating and extending fast MARL pipelines is easy.

design choices enable running thousands of concurrent simulations, or millions of agents in
parallel on a single GPU, and training on extremely large batches of experience. WarpDrive
can also train across multiple GPUs to linearly scale up the throughput further.

Figure 1 shows the structure of WarpDrive. The DataManager and FunctionManager are
two key Python classes (residing on the CPU) to facilitate all the CPU-GPU (also referred to
as host and device) communication and interactions that are relevant to RL. They connect
to the CUDA back-end and provide simple APIs to build high-level Python applications.
Figure 2 provides an overview of modules and their relationships in WarpDrive. For more
details on WarpDrive and its APIs, please see the documentation in Lan et al. (2021).

Tooling. WarpDrive builds on CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture), a platform
and programming model that allows users to run programs (called kernels) on (CUDA-
enabled) GPU hardware. Given any gym-style (Brockman et al., 2016) multi-agent envi-
ronment, the first version of WarpDrive provides utility functions to facilitate re-writing
the environment in CUDA C, in order to run the simulation on the GPU. WarpDrive also
comprises quality-of-life tools to run end-to-end MARL training using just a few lines of
code, and is compatible with PyTorch. As such, WarpDrive is flexible and accommodates
environments with flexible multi-agent interactions, models, and learning algorithms, and
allows creating and extending RL pipelines that maximize the utility of GPUs.

Benchmarks. We benchmark WarpDrive in three environments: discrete and continuous
versions of the game of Tag (similar to Predator-Prey (Lowe et al., 2017) and Pursuit (Zheng
et al., 2017)) and a more complex COVID-19 economic simulation (Trott et al., 2021). All
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Figure 3: WarpDrive Performance. Left: Roll-out and training throughput in discrete
Tag versus the number of parallel environments (log-log scale) with 5 agents: the
throughput scales (almost) linearly. Middle: Roll-out throughput in continuous
Tag versus the number of agents (log-log scale): the throughput (environment
steps per second) drops linearly on the CPU, but much slower on the GPU (with
WarpDrive). Right: In the COVID-19 economic simulation (Trott et al., 2021)
with 60 environments: WarpDrive achieves a 24× (total) throughput boost.

experiments were run on the Google Cloud Platform. We see that WarpDrive running on
a single GPU machine, a2-highgpu-1g (https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/gpus#
a100-gpus) scales almost linearly to thousands of environments and agents, and yields or-
ders of magnitude faster MARL compared to a CPU implementation on the n1-standard-16
(https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/general-purpose-machines#n1_machines).

Figure 3 (left) shows how WarpDrive’s performance scales in discrete Tag: it scales
linearly to over thousands of environments (with 5 agents) and yields almost perfect par-
allelism. For example, during a roll-out, WarpDrive runs at 4300 environment steps per
second with 1 environment and 8.3M environment steps per second with 2000 environments.

Figure 3 (middle) shows roll-out performance in continuous Tag. For a single environ-
ment, as we scale up from 5 agents to 820 agents, i.e., by a factor of 164, the roll-out
throughput drops by a factor of 7500 on a single CPU, but only a factor of 15 on the GPU
(with WarpDrive). CPUs are not as effective as GPUs at thread-level parallelism; in con-
trast, GPUs can run agents on separate threads and maintain high throughput: e.g., with
820 agents, the roll-out throughput on the GPU is 2000 times faster than on the CPU.

Such gains hold in more complex environments: Figure 3 (right) shows that in an
economic simulation of COVID-19, WarpDrive achieves 24× more steps per second with 60
environments, compared to a 16-CPU node. Importantly, because there are no repeated
CPU-GPU data transfers, both roll-out and training are an order of magnitude faster.

Future Directions. We hope WarpDrive encourages using and creating (tools for) GPU
simulations and hope to extend and integrate WarpDrive with other tools for quickly build-
ing simulations and machine learning workflows on GPUs and other accelerators. In all, we
hope that WarpDrive contributes to the democratization of high-performance RL systems
and advances in (multi-agent) machine learning and artificial intelligence.
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